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midnight—summoned Facta and once again asked him to
form a cabinet. At five o'clock it was re-formed exactly as
before, and was to be the last of the parliamentary regime.
In the country the struggle was begun in the most un-
favourable conditions. In Piedmont, Lombardy and else-
where the workers had finished a few days previously a
protest strike lasting several weeks. They were rather
exhausted and many hesitated or did not come out, In
northern Italy, in Genoa and Turin, the order to strike came
forty-eight hours early, either through misunderstanding or
treachery, and this added to the confusion and depression.
The secret committee was so secret that the workers'
organizations did not know where to apply for orders.
Also the general strike was purely defensive ; the manifesto
quoted above allowed fighting c only in the legitimate
defence of persons and institutions 9 and on this ground the
inferiority of the workers3 forces, unprepared and un-
supported, was obvious. On the whole, leaving aside any
strategic consideration, the course of the movement, which
really did have the support of the majority of the workers,
showed how much more they were worth than all their
leaders put together. As things were at the end of July 1922,
the almost universal success of the general strike was an
act of faith that, wonderful and moving as it was, was quite
fruitless. These men who refused to resign themselves to
slavery—railwaymen who were driven back to work at the
point of the revolver, while their homes were burnt behind
their backs, workers who ever since the war had been striking
in support of principle and unity and were doing it once more
because they were told it would check the fascist offensive—
all these people who were allowed to wear themselves out in
misapplied efforts deserved other leaders and a different
fate.
The fascists had been expecting a general strike for some
time and were preparing their counter-attack, profiting by
the delay accorded them after the events of Novara by the
hesitation and petty scheming of the socialist and syndical
leaders. In fact, on July 31, immediately after these events,
the secretariat of the National Fascist Party sent out to its
branches a circular which announced : c According to latest

